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Winter on a dry fly….of all the fishing I do in a calendar year my ultimate favorite time to fish a dry fly is 
here and now.  There’s nothing like seeing a river upside down on a BWO hatch, or serving a tiny fly to a 
big fish, or watching that big fish slowly sip you bug after a perfect delivery, or feeling the strain on the 4 
wt. rod knowing that the only thing holding that big fish is a size #24 midge, or hunting and stocking 
large swaths of water for that tiny ring left by a feeding fish!!!!!  There’s no fly fishing of any kind that 
will challenge your fishing skills like winter on a dry fly.  So when someone suggest “you put away your 
dry flies” because its winter….your pat answer is always “Excuse me but don’t you know we’re in the 
heart of “DRY FLY SEASON!!!!” 
 
It’s hard to believe were in the 
month of December, but one positive 
thing about December it has  
Christmas in it.  Maybe it’s about 
time to indulge yourself a bit.  May-
be a customized fly box, or a Loop 
Rod and reel or a handful of tying or 
educational DVD’s might be the 
proper reward for a year of hard 
work.  We’d be honored to turn your 
Christmas into a net full of fish.   
 
Here is what’s happening at Dry Fly 
Innovations in December: 
 
1) Dry Fly Academy- January 10, 2015 at the Western Idaho Fly Fishing Expo: We’ll be offering a  
dynamite 3-hour presentation.  It’s packed with awesome video clips, top-notch instruction, and so much 
essential information—it could make your brain numb.  Want to seriously up your game on a dry fly? 
This is the ticket.  Seating is limited so you might want to pull the trigger now to ensure you’re in. Note! 
The only place to purchase your 
ticket for the Academy (which 
includes admission into the Expo) 
is through Dry Fly Innovations. 
 
2) New Dry Fly Introductions:  
 
A) #22 BWO Convertible- In all 
the testing I’ve ever done on a 
mayfly, I’ve never seen a pattern 
brutalize fish like the 
“Convertible.”  This #22 thread 
body has been hooking fish like a 
gill net this winter. 
 
B) Reintroduction: #22 BWO No Hackle- Joe Bare, the undisputed master of the No Hackle has produced 
a limited number of this winter-time favorite.  First come, first served! We have no guarantee that this 
bug will be restocked. 
 
3)Show schedule for January: 
 
A) Western Idaho Fly Fishing Expo: January 10 & 11 (Expo Building), Boise, Idaho 
B) The Fly Fishing Show: January 16, 17, & 18 (Royal Plaza) Marlborough, Massachusetts 
C) The Fly Fishing Show: January 23, 24, & 25 (Garden State Convention Center), Somerset, New Jersey  
 
Many thanks to all of you that have made DFI a success and we promise to continue trying to help you be 
a better “Dry Fly Guy or Gal!” 
 
Merry Christmas and a happy New Year!!!! 



 Tip of the Month 

Don’t rush to the rise!! 
 
There’s a crucial mistake we often make when the hatch starts and fish begin to feed at the surface.  We 
get in position above the fish and begin to deliver to targets, and all of a sudden you see this monster fish 
rise downriver 50 yards.  The temptation is too great; you pull up roots and run downriver to hook the 
giant.  You get down to the general area where the big fish rose and he doesn’t reappear.  You look upriv-
er and all the fish that were feeding along the bank you just walked are no longer feeding.  So you don’t 
get the big fish, you put down half the fish in the run, and you eventually end up back at the top of the run 
where you started and should have stayed.   
 
Don’t rush to the rise; instead systematically fish you way to the big fish 50 yards below you.  Here are 
the benefits of fishing slowly and letting the hatch develop below you. 
 
1)  It keeps you above the feeding fish in a perfect angle for presentation.  You can then pick fish one 

 at a time and slowly move down to the next target. 
2)   Every time you hook a fish……hunt the river below you as you’re fighting the fish.  Identify your                  
 next target and mark every rising fish as a future target when you reach range. 
3)   That big fish you saw rise, if you don’t run to him, he’ll rise many more times.  By the time you 
 get to him, you’ll know exactly where to place your fly because you’ve then had a chance to study 
 his feeding habits. 
4)   By staying above the fish, you won’t put fish down.  Many of the larger fish you alert may never 
 rejoin the party.  You get one good shot at a big fish, so don’t blow that chance by running along t
 he bank to address a fish way below you. 
5)   If you’re slow and thorough, more and more fish below you in the run will reveal their feeding s
 lot for future presentations. 
 
The end run on all this will almost always be the same.  You’ll hook a ton more fish, and in most cases, 
you hook the big guy too.  You just hook the big fish an hour and a half after you first saw him rise. 



New Products 
We are pleased to announce that Master Tyer 
Joe Bare got to his vise and spun Dry Fly  
Innovations some size #22 BWO No Hackle.  
We have limited supply of these and it is first 
come first serve!  Better fill up your fly boxes 
because this bug is still a winter time killer! 
 
Size 22 Only 
$2.45 

The testing period on the new convertible  
series has been nothing but spectacular and we 
were so pleased with how the size #20 fished 
that we had to tie it on a #22 and thread body 
it.  This pattern has been absolutely devastating 
over some of the smartest fish in the west.  
This is a great bug to have for tail outs, slicks, 
and still water.  Enjoy the new BWO  
Convertible, I would not fish another day in this 
season without this bug! 
 
Size #22 
$2.45 



November Bug Selections  

Hoagie Spent Midge #20 

Blood Midge #22, #20 BWO Colored Emerger #22, #20 

Black Colored Emerger #22, #20 BWO Hatching Emerger #20 Caddidge #22 

Hoagie Cripple Black #20 Black Poly Midge #24, #22, #20 

Mahogany Emerger #20 Hoagie Cripple BWO #20 Blood Cluster #22 

BWO Comparadun #20 

Black No Hackle #22 

Mahogany Comparadun #20 Dark Mahogany Convertible #18 



November Bug Selections 

All Adult BWO #20, #22 
Baetis Soft Hackle #20 

Black Soft Hackle #20 

BWO Spent Spinner #20 BWO Convertible #20 
Baetis Comparadun #20 



10 Patterns 
20 Flies 

 
$43.00 



7 Patterns 
14 BWOs                       

 

$30.50 


